Predicting and directing polymorphic transformations is a critical challenge in zeolite synthesis 1-3 . Interzeolite transformations enable selective crystallization 4-7 , but are often too complex to be designed by comparing crystal structures. Here, computational and theoretical tools are combined to both exhaustively data mine polymorphic transformations reported in the literature and analyse and explain interzeolite relations. It was found that crystallographic building units are weak predictors of topology interconversion and insufficient to explain intergrowth. By introducing a supercell-invariant metric that compares crystal structures using graph theory, we show that diffusionless (topotactic and reconstructive) transformations occur only between graph-similar pairs. Furthermore, all the known instances of intergrowth occur between either structurally similar or graph similar frameworks. We identify promising pairs to realize diffusionless transformations and intergrowth, with hundreds of low-distance pairs identified among known zeolites, and thousands of hypothetical frameworks connected to known zeolite counterparts. The theory may enable the understanding and control of zeolite polymorphism.
initial and final zeolites without any common CBUs. In contrast, 95% of the unique intergrown zeolites pairs have at least one common building unit. Still, nearly 65% of these pairs do not share the same set of CBUs ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). This data-driven view suggests that the common CBU rule is not a predictor of interzeolite transitions, despite their roles as topological descriptors and their influence on crystallization rates. Common CBUs only partially drive intergrowths.
Absolute changes in framework densities (ΔFD) do not provide compelling trends either. Similarity in density is very common, as evidenced by the skew in the distribution of all the pairwise density differences in Fig. 1f . Recrystallization processes and competing phases show a broader distribution for ΔFD than those in other transformations, as low-density frameworks, such as FAU or LTA, are usually crystallized first in hydrothermal synthesis. Still, 25% of the recrystallizations convert higher-density to lower-density frameworks, contrary to expectations based on Ostwald's rule. However, more direct diffusionless transformations and intergrown zeolites tend to have smaller differences of framework density. With the exception of the CDO-FER transformation, which is mediated by low-density CDO precursors, all diffusionless transformations happen towards denser polymorphs.
The presence of one or more common CBUs or a low ΔFD, thus, can help rationalize the results, but is not predictive of interzeolite relations. We propose that descriptors based on topology and structure can achieve an improved explanatory and predictive power for some classes of experimental relations. Graphs are well-known representations to encode the topology of zeolites [16] [17] [18] [19] . Frameworks are represented as multigraphs, or crystal graphs, that label T-O-T (T = Si, Al and so on) covalent bonds as edges and capture periodic boundary conditions ( Fig. 2a ). To compare different topologies, a metric of distance between graphs is necessary. We first applied graph isomorphism, which verifies if two graphs are equivalent up to a relabelling of their nodes. Starting from a set of 245 known zeolites from the International Zeolite Association (IZA) database, we checked for the existence of crystal graph isomorphism for all 29,890 pairwise combinations of zeolite graphs. If all the graph representations were distinct, no isomorphism would be detected. However, we found 14 pairs and one trio of different zeolite topologies with the same multigraph connectivity in their unit cell. The following isomorphic pairs are identified among the known zeolites: CDO-FER, SFO-AFR, RSN-VSV, AWO-UEI, AFI-GME, AHT-ATV, CGF-HEU, JBW-NPO, ABW-BCT, AWW-RTE, APC-APD, BOF-LAU, MER-PHI, SBN-THO and ACO-GIS-LTJ. Only four of these pairs share the exact same set of CBUs, namely CDO-FER, SFO-AFR, RSN-VSV and AWO-UEI. All the remaining pairs have identical graph representations, but different CBUs.
The isomorphism test hints at the presence of kinetic transformation channels between crystal phases 20 . Indeed, three of the
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Daniel Schwalbe-Koda , Zach Jensen , Elsa Olivetti and Rafael Gómez-Bombarelli * graph isomorphic pairs are related experimentally through diffusionless transformations: CDO-FER, GME-AFI and APC-APD. The perfect equivalence between graphs ensures that both structures have the same number of atoms and bonds inside the unit cell, so there is no net bond breaking or formation. A bijection between nodes is also guaranteed: for each atom in the starting crystal, there is an equivalent atom in the final crystal with the same neighbourhood. The transition between the frameworks is either purely displacive (no covalent bonds are broken) or concerted (military), which resembles martensitic transitions in metallurgy 21 . In contrast, hydrothermal treatments lead to the formation of an amorphous phase, which essentially breaks down the topology and reboots the crystallization process. This implies a less selective transformation if not assisted by organic structure-directing agents. Other experimental parameters may have a larger influence on the outcomes than the precrystallized reactants themselves, as in the case of competing phases.
The relationship between graph isomorphism and interzeolite conversions is illustrated with the isochemical phase transition between GME and AFI. Alberti et al. and Dusselier et al. identified an intermediate 'transient' phase with three-connected T atoms that resulted from the compression of the gme cage on heating 22, 23 .
Using the graph isomorphism criterion, this transition is explained through node and edge equivalences. Although the kinetic process involves bond breaking, the net number of bonds formed per unit cell is zero. Such a mechanism between the structures can be visualized by interpolating the equivalent atomic positions of each crystal. Supplementary Fig. 2 depicts the evolution of the GME-AFI transformation, compatible with both the three-connected intermediate and cage compression mechanisms 22, 23 .
Crystal graph isomorphism has three obvious limitations as a similarity metric for crystals: (1) it is a binary metric, (2) it is a computationally expensive test for large graphs and (3) it is not invariant to the choice of the unit cell. To address (1) and (2), we adapted the D-measure 24 for multigraphs. This similarity compares graph connectivities based on distributions of the node distances to generate a continuous metric space that recovers graph isomorphism with zero distance 24 and has a lower computational cost. Then, a variational approach is proposed to solve (3). When comparing a zeolite pair, we searched for two supercells with an equal number of T atoms and minimum discrepancy in terms of lattice geometry (Methods). This allows the comparison between crystals with different space groups, as is the case of most transformations in the literature (Supplementary Table 1 ). The topological distance between two crystals is then taken as the D-measure between the best-matched supercell graphs (Fig. 2b,c) . Furthermore, to investigate the role of a three-dimensional atomic arrangement, we combined structural similarities under a single descriptor by using the smooth overlap of atomic positions (SOAP) approach 25 . We observed that the kernel distance is well correlated with the framework density and with CBUs ( Supplementary Figs. 3-6 ). Figure 3a illustrates the distribution of the pairwise distances between zeolites according to the two descriptors. When all the known interzeolite synthesis relations from our database are plotted, all the diffusionless transformations fall in the lower graph distance region ( Fig. 3b-d) . This advances the argument that graph similarity is a powerful predictor of kinetic transformations in zeolites. The only exception to this rule is the reconstructive LTA-IFY transformation 26 , which reportedly requires an external stress of 3 GPa to be induced. This very high stress suggests that diffusionless transitions between low graph-similar zeolites require extreme conditions. A large number of intergrown frameworks also occur for low graphdistance pairs. Interestingly, the SOAP descriptor complements the predictions of zeolite intergrowth by capturing intergrown pairs with a high structural similarity. This indicates an intergrowth may be possible if the two polymorphs have similar atomic connectivities, which results in a low strain energy when similar free surfaces are put in contact (low graph distance), or if they have similar building units, through which most stacking faults can be formed (low SOAP distance). For recrystallization transformations and competing phases, the majority of the pairs have higher dissimilarities across both metrics.
As the topological similarity between two structures is a strong indicator that they may be related by intergrowth or diffusionless transformations, new frameworks could be accessed from known ones as the parent structures. We looked for isomorphic pairs in hypothetical zeolite databases 27 that have an energy above that of quartz and assessed the pairwise combinations of 269,515 enumerated structures and 245 known zeolites with the isomorphism criterion. We found 3,879 different hypothetical frameworks isomorphic to at least one of 150 known structures. Of those theoretical structures, 2,096 have a density higher than their isomorphic known zeolite. Figure 3e and Supplementary Fig. 7 show the number of hypothetical zeolites related to known ones. Based on previous evidence of accessibility and transitions towards denser crystals in diffusionless transformations (Fig. 1f ), we suggest that known zeolites with a high number of isomorphic hypothetical frameworks are strong starting points for the synthesis of novel zeolites. As a matter of fact, further transformations that lead to novel structures have already been observed for the pair with the most isomorphic frameworks, APC/APD, on heating APD to temperatures above 600 °C (ref. 28 ). However, the resulting phase seems to not have been characterized yet. A high number of polymorphs are graph isomorphic to (and denser than) APC/APD, AWO/UEI, SIV, ATV/ AHT and MER/PHI. They may be related to the richness of graphequivalent topologies that can be constructed using chains in an orthorhombic symmetry.
Analogously, we propose new diffusionless transformations and intergrowths for known zeolites from their graph and structural similarities. Of the known zeolites, 237 pairs have a normalized graph distance below 0.01 (Supplementary Table 2 ) and 136 have a SOAP distance smaller than or equal to 0.04 (Supplementary Table 3 ). This tight threshold captures 60% of all pairs related by diffusionless transformations and intergrowth. These pairs are the best starting points for further experimental verification of graphbased relationships, as well as to pursue new synthesis routes or intergrown frameworks with desired chemical compositions. Based on our literature corpus, we suggest that diffusionless transformations between graph-similar pairs could be induced by calcinating a low-density zeolite with temperatures in the range of 200-800 °C at ambient pressure. The solid-state transition can be further enhanced by hydrating the initial zeolite, adding cations such as Li + or Na + to it 29 , and applying anisotropic stresses 26 . In the case of targeted intergrowth, we suggest that dual-templating or seed-assisted growth can enable the realization of two frameworks in a single grain. From a theoretical perspective, comparing crystallographic data from our candidates allows the identification of fault planes expected for such disordered crystals (as depicted in Fig. 1d ). Additionally, combining topological predictions with growth models 30 can provide insights on the composition and supersaturation of the initial gel, stacking fault rates and microstructural shape of the final crystal.
Finally, based on the distribution of distances between zeolites, we can determine which known frameworks are unique in terms of structure and topology. Supplementary Figs. 9 and 10 show the distribution of pairwise distances for every known IZA framework. Whereas SOAP distances identify zeolites with lower framework densities ( Supplementary Figs. 6 and 9) , the graph distance also detects similar and exotic topologies through pairwise comparisons ( Supplementary Figs. 8 and 10) .
In summary, we have developed a computational approach based on graph theory to explain and predict interzeolite transformations. A literature mining was performed to clarify the prevalent mechanisms of crystal phase relations. The extracted data were analysed with structural and graph similarity metrics. We showed how typical descriptors cannot fully explain pairwise interactions between zeolite crystals. Instead, topological similarity provides an alternative metric to understand and quantify zeolite transformations. We employed the graph isomorphism test to explain diffusionless interzeolite conversions regardless of their building units. Then, by generalizing this comparison to a topological similarity metric applied over supercells, we obtained a remarkable agreement with the experimental results retrieved from the literature. Furthermore, we identified hundreds of high-similarity pairs among known zeolites, and thousands of hypothetical frameworks that are related to known topologies. These structural pairwise relationships can enable the organotemplate-free synthesis of known zeolites from suitable starting frameworks, the discovery of new frameworks by interconverting known ones and the design of intergrown systems. Finally, the method to determine zeolite similarities is atom agnostic and can be extended to metal-organic frameworks, covalent
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